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Abstract

The Advanced Photon Source (APS) consists of a
linac, position accumulator ring (PAR), booster synchro-
tron, storage ring, and up to 70 experimental beamlines.
The Access Control and Interlock System (ACIS) utilizes
redundant programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and a
third hard-wired chain to protect personnel from prompt
radiation generated by the linac, PAR, synchrotron, and
storage ring. This paper describes the ACIS's design phi-
losophy, configuration, hardware, functionality, validation
requirements, and operational experience.

1 INTRODUCTION

Personnel protection from prompt radiation produced
by the APS accelerators is provided using four PLC-based
ACISs. The first system covers the linac/PAR, the second
the booster synchrotron, the third the rf area of the storage
ring (designated Zone F), and the fourth covers the remain-
ing zones (A-E) of the storage ring. In addition, each of
the 70 beamlines uses PLCs for their Personnel Protection
Systems (PSSs). The PSSs interface to the Zone F ACIS
and storage ring ACIS. This paper describes the four
ACISs.

2 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

All the ACISs are designed to the same criteria:
• they must fail-safe so that any single fault leaves

the system in a safe beam-inhibiting state,
• they offer redundant and independent protection

so that any component or subsystem failure
leaves the system in a safe state,

• they monitor beam enclosure tunnel security and
prevent beam operations if any unsafe or poten-
tially unsafe condition is detected, and

• they incorporate built-in testing to facilitate bian-
nual validation of all functions.

PLCs are special-purpose microprocessor-based con-
trollers which interface to "real-world" input and output
devices. They monitor the input devices, execute user-
written logic, and update output devices based on the result
of these logic functions. Allen-Bradley PLC5 series PLCs
were chosen to implement the ACIS logic for several rea-
sons:

• higher reliability than comparable relay-based
systems,

• ease of programming and self documenting,
• built-in features for testing, system monitoring,

and diagnostics,
• easy interfacing of external control devices,

• modular design, wide variety of compatible
devices, and

• field proven operation, mature technology.

3 CONFIGURATION

Each ACIS monitors its specific accelerator and com-
municates with its neighboring ACISs. Figure 1 illustrates
the relationship among the four ACISs, their relationship
to each other, and then the relationship to the PSSs. Two
independent PLC chains (A and B) and a third, "hard-
wired" chain C, monitor tunnel security and system integ-
rity. If any system trips, the equipment controlled by the
ACISs is disabled and beam is inhibited. Controlled
equipment consists of rf amplifiers, modulators, steering/
focusing magnet power supplies, and the electron gun.

The ACISs also send permissives to partitions which
are installed between the accelerators. Closed partitions
prevent beam from entering a downstream area or prevent
radiation from "back streaming" to an upstream area. The
partition between the linac/PAR and synchrotron consists
of three movable beam blocks. Each block is monitored
by both chains of the linac/PAR and synchrotron ACIS.
Permits to open are granted by both ACISs as long as each
machine is in the same operating mode. The partition
between the synchrotron and Zone F consists of steering
magnets which direct the beam to a dump or towards Zone
F for injection into the ring. The status of these magnets is
sensed by magnetic gap switches installed in the magnet
and by current monitors installed on the outputs of the
magnet's power supplies. This partition is monitored by
the Zone F ACIS (both chains).

Ultimately 70 beamlines will connect to the storage
ring. The front-end , sction of a beamline is located inside
the storage ring's tunnel and contains photon and safety
shutters. When closed, these shutters protect the experi-
mental area outside the storage ring wall from stored beam
radiation. The closed positions of the shutters are moni-
tored by both PLC chains and their status is sent to the
beamlines for use by the PSSs.

4 HARDWARE

ACIS hardware consists of emergency shutdown but-
tons, controlled access key switches, radiation monitors,
beam current monitors, limit switches, relays, watchdog
timers, control panels, message displays, magnetic locks,
and controlled equipment interface panels. T^e PLC pro-
cessors are installed in the main control room :;: 1CR) and
are connected to remote input/output (I/O) crates via fiber
optic cables. All racks containing ACIS equipment are
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Figure 1: ACIS configuration (one chain only).

Zones A - E ACIS

locked and tamper-monitored. ACIS cables are labeled
and protected by separate cable tray and conduit.

Figure 2 is a typical interface to the controlled equip-
ment. Enables are granted the equipment if two normally-
open relay contacts wired in series are closed. The relay
coils are independently driven by chain A and chain B. In
addition to asserted PLC outputs, other conditions must be
met before the relays energize: chain C (the hard-wired
chain) must be complete, a beam permit signal from the
MCR must be on, and watchdog timers must be energized.
For testing and system validation, key-operated switches
are installed to direct the ACIS permissives from "real"
controlled equipment to test loads.

The MCR beam permit signal is driven by a key
switch on the ACIS control panel. It is monitored by the
PLC and independently sends a pulse train to the receivers
in the interface panel. If the pulses are present, the con-
tacts, which are in series with the output relays, close and
the relays are energized. The watchdog timers receive
pulses from their respective PLC chain via a local output
module. The contacts are closed as long as the PLC pro-
grams are running. If a program ceases to execute its peri-
odic scan, the pulses stop, the contacts open, and the
output relays de-energize.

5 FUNCTIONALITY

As shown in Figure 3, the ACISs are state machines
with the five operating modes. The modes escalate from
Authorized Access to Beam Permit, and have the follow-
ing meaning:

AUTHORIZED ACCESS MODE: tunnel access is allowed
on an unrestricted basis. It is entered upon initial program
execution, a system reset, a normal transition from Con-
trolled Access Mode, or a trip.

SEARCH / VERIFICATION MODE: A search is enforced
to verify no personnel are in the beam enclosure tunnels.
As the tunnel is searched, buttons located on the beam
shutdown station (BSS) boxes are pressed to indicate that
area was visited by the search team. The search must be
completed in a preset time. If the time is exceeded, or if a
button is hit out of order, a trip to Authorized Access Mode
is generated.

CONTROLLED ACCESS MODE: This mode is entered
after the successful completion of the tunnel search. It is
implemented to allow personnel into the tunnels on a lim-
ited basis without requiring another search. While in the
tunnels, personnel are required to carry a controlled access
key. If any key is out, the ACIS cannot transit to the next
higher mode. This mode may be re-entered from Beam
Permit Pending Mode or by a Controlled Access Mode
trip.

BEAM PERMIT PENDING MODE: Entry from Con-
trolled Access Mode requires a 1-minute warning message
initiated by the MCR operator. This message is announced
in the tunnel by audible alerts and red strobe beacons
installed in the BSS boxes. At the end of the warning, the
alerts silence but the strobes remain flashing.

BEAM PERMIT MODE: TO enter this mode the MCR
operator inserts a key in the beam permit key switch and
selects the "Enable" position. The PLCs monitor this
switch and, if all other conditions are met, energize the
ACIS output relays. At the same time, a pulse train is
transmitted to the beam permit receivers in the output relay
panels.

Authorized Access or Controlled Access Modes are
unconditionally entered if a fault is detected. The types of
faults are listed in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: ACIS output interface.

Permits to open the partitions and permissives to ener-
gize the controlled equipment are only granted by the
ACISs. Other commands to open the partitions or energize
equipment must be sent by MCR operators. For additional
protection, the ACIS monitors the state of the controlled
equipment. If the feedback signal indicates the equipment
is on while being disabled, or if the interface cable is dis-
connected, the ACIS declares a "No Shutdown Verifica-
tion" alarm. This alarm locks access doors to prevent
entry and activates the in-tunnel strobes to alert personnel
to evacuate.

The ACISs are designed to eliminate the use of physi-
cal jumpers for testing. A test mode—which can only be
entered if all sets of controlled equipment are disconnected
and a test mode key-operated switch is on—is provided to
allow bypassing of certain functions. Since chains A and
B cross trip each other and chain C influences the final per-.
missives, the validation procedure must prove system inde-
pendence. Test features include disabling influences from
other chains, providing a "quick search," inhibiting watch-
dog timers, and masking tampers.

6 VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS

The ACISs are validated every six months or when-
ever the interlock software is modified. The PLC proces-
sors calculate checksums unique to their application
programs. These checksums are used to identify the pro-
gram version, and any change to the checksum requires
revalidation of the system. ACIS validation involves exer-
cising all I/O devices and verifying that the interlock logic
performs as specified, ACIS status is properly displayed,
and the controlled equipment shuts down when disabled.
Validation results are recorded in the validation test proce-

dure along with the checksum of the software being vali-
dated. Completed procedures are archived in the APS's
Document Control Center.

7 OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

The linac/PAR ACIS became operational in July
1993, the synchrotron ACIS (including most Zone F hard-
ware) in February 1994, and the Zone F and storage ring
ACISs in February 1995. To date there have been no fail-
ures of PLC hardware. However, some external devices
have failed, namely an intermittent relay socket, a failed
watchdog timer, sluggish operation of a beam stopper's
control cylinder, and intermittent trips from a radiation
monitor. Every ACIS challenge has resulted in a success-
ful shutdown, and no unsafe failures have occurred.

8 CONCLUSION

The four ACISs were designed and installed over a
four-year period based on the APS's construction sched-
ule. PLC system modularity and flexibility was vital in
meeting construction and commissioning goals and pro-
vided full protective functionality during commissioning.
The troubleshooting capabilities of the PLCs are valuable
tools in diagnosing system operation and correcting mal-
functions. The PLC-based ACISs have exceeded all oper-
ational expectations.
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Trips to Authorized Access Mode:
Remote Communication Fault
Program Checksum Fault
Watchdog Timer Fault
Shutdown Button Pressed
Emergency Entrance Button Pressed
Crash Bar Pressed
Doors or Gates Opened when Armed
Search Time Exceeded
Search Sequence Violated

Trips to Controlled Access Mode:
PLC not in Run Mode
Beamline Trips -

Shutters Open if OFF Line
PSS Trip Received if ON Line

ACIS Interface Relay Fault
No Shutdown Verification from

Controlled Equipment

Figure 3: ACIS operating modes.


